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Meditation for Mind-Body Diseases
Greetings from Vivekananda Family to friends of
Samatvam.
Let me begin with an example. I met Mr.Tarayama from
Japan who was an invitee for the international holistic
health conferences in 1991 and 2003 held in Bangalore.
Tarayama was an executive of a big company in Japan;
developed abdominal pain; seen by experts; found to have
advanced cancer in 1984; the lump could not be removed
completely as it had advanced too far; he was told that he
may not survive more than a few weeks; but he survived
Dr.NagarathnaRaghuram,
Medical Director,
VYASA, Bengaluru

and is now helping large number of cancer patients round
the globe. During his last visit to India, I asked him 'Sir,
please tell us what happened in your mind when you were
told that you have advanced disease?’ He said, ‘I was
depressed. I even cried and told my wife ‘how will you

cope up with all the family responsibilities after I go away?’ She gave me the confidence and said
“Do not worry about us, we care for your well being”. These words triggered something deep
within me. The fear went away. I prepared to die fearlessly. I started doing many things. I resigned
my job; settled my financial issues; wanted to enjoy the remaining short period of my life; went to a
monastery in Fuji mountains with my family; walked up and down the mountain daily; gave up
meat and fish eating; drank wheat grass juice and other fresh juices; meditated on Sun God and I
felt better and better every day. My disease disappeared completely. Scanning of my abdomen after
one year showed that there was no sign of cancer in my body anymore”. I asked Tarayama what is
your message for cancer patients. He said "LOVE THY CANCER CELLS!" This is a great example
of how self healing is possible!
How does this happen? How can we accept that someone could cure his cancer completely? Is this a
concocted story to attract attention of people? Was the diagnosis wrong in the first place? What was
the type of cancer he had?What was the exact stage of the disease? Did he do any other treatment
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which he did not reveal? These are all questions that would go through our mind. The best answer
that would come to our mind is ‘OK, this is one rare case.’ Science wants evidence of repeatability
and it should happen consistently. It should be available for experiment. After we have set up the
initial conditions and checked everything with the purpose of studying good number of cases
through randomized double blind cross over design, we should be able to conclude whether the
results are acceptable by doing statistical tests. Only then we can accept this is possible and
acceptable as scientific! ‘Not only that; we also need animal experiments to prove it. Only then it
will be accepted.’ Until then we shall discard such live stories and go on with what we are now able
to do for large sections of the society through what drug trials and drug companies can offer!
Today we have enough evidence on the power of the mind in aggravating the development or
growth of cancer or other life style diseases. We also know how stress can release several chemicals
that can promote the disease process. What we do not yet know is the concept of reversibility. We
do not yet know how to use this powerful healer within to promote the protectors. Is it not a simple
logic that if one can cause a disease through strong suppressed emotions one should be able to
reverse it too? Is it not a simple logic to recognize that, when as simple a thing as ‘negative
thoughts’ which are so transient and non-physical can release such dangerous chemicals to make the
genes mutate, it should be reversible too. This is exactly what the sages said. They said that this
body is not really solid. It is a continuous flux of particles that is kept in such quick motion that it
goes on changing moment to moment. Is this not what science is telling us today? The whole
anatomy is nothing but quantum pockets which appears solid and follows all Newtonian laws of
solid matter but in reality there is nothing solid about it. Everything is in an eternal flux. The
difference is that the physical body is like a solid ice with packed up particles and has no freedom to
move by itself and the mind is like vapor that has acquired the new property of freedom to fly
around without being bound by the law of gravity. The mind, like the vapor, has the freedom to
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think of anything. One had the freedom to pick up any thought - either positive or negative. For e.g.
the first time someone was offered a cigarette or alcohol the mind had the full freedom to accept it
or not. It was a very casual puff that was smoked. The second time it became a curiosity. Third time
it became a thrill. Fourth time it became an excitement. Hundredth time it became a necessity or a
habit- all these still at the mind level. A thousandth time it percolated as a habit of releasing the
specific chemicals in larger and larger quantities that they could damage the physical body. Now the
mind lost all its freedom. Today we know that even the first smoke changes the nuclear
transcription factors that are necessary for gene expression. Even drinking a hot coffee changes the
genes. A small virus entering the body –good or bad- can change it. There is enough proof to say
that thinking of our beloved and getting into a good mood makes a different set of genes to express
and release protector chemicals. Looking at a crime story on the TV has been shown to change the
chemicals and electrical activity in the brain. In fact this is used by researchers in crime detection. I
have a psychologist friend who puts the accused criminal to partial sleep and shows many scenes
intermixed with flashes of pictures of the crime in which he may have been involved. As soon as
this scene passes through his vision, even before he becomes aware of it or thinks about it, there
appears a big sharp wave in his EEG (P300 wave) if he was involved in the crime. Then the further
interrogation goes on. How did this happen? This is all gene expression. Thus, we are slowly
moving towards an understanding that mind is the most powerful stuff in this universe. It has
immense powers. Medical profession did not know about it simply because we discarded anything
that happens by the power of mind as placebo effect. In fact, the concept of placebo was to remove
the mind effect and see what the drug can do keeping the mind out of the scene? Do you think we

Meditation


deśa bandhah cittasya dhāraṇa|3|1|pa|yo|sū|

Dhāraṇa (focusing) is the process of holding the attention of mind onto one thought.


tatra pratyaya ekatānatā dhyānam|3|2| pa|yo|sū|

The effortless flow of a single thought that leads to slowness and expansion is dhyāna.


tadevaarthamathranirbhasamswarupashunyamivasamadhih|3|3|pa|yo|sū|

Absorption of perceiver and the object-only the essence of the object shines forth, as if devoid even of its own form.
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can isolate our body and mind and say that I shall deal only with the body? Can the physical body
be free from the influence of mind? Do you think our body is a giant machine which follows the
laws of solid matter like a cricket ball kept on a table? What we need to realize is that ‘I am a mindbody complex with a highly organized intercommunicating system’. Mind is the subtle and highly
refined version of our existence. It is the most powerful stuff of this universe. It is the mind that
makes or mars. It is the mind that controls the functions of the body. It is the mind that has the
capacity to control even the involuntary functions of the body. The Indian seers (Yogis) had
understood the mechanism of invoking and channelizing this inner healing potential to the best of
its ability.
Mind is a conglomeration of thoughts. Thinking is the function of mind. Thinking goes on as words
and sentences (sound-nama) or as visual pictures (rupa) or both. In wakeful and dream states the
mind is manifest or expressed while in the deep sleep or coma state it is in its dormant, or potential
or unmanifest state. Thoughts(mind, chittta) are of different types: perceiving the meaning of the
information received from sense organs (manah), analysing (buddhi), emotions(powered thoughtsbhavana), and the background perceiver (the ‘I’ of the inner mind). There exists a state beyond
mind, the thought free state, the state of blissful awareness.
The final goal of Meditation is to reach complete mastery over mind. Different stages of meditation
are ekagrata (concentration=multiple thoughts about a single topic), dhārana (focusing=single
thought, single topic), dhyāna(defocused expanded thought=effortless flow of single thought) and
samādhi(absorption=merger of the thinker and the thought). Meditation leads one to establish a
state beyond mind, a state of blissful awareness of the pure consciousness, the basic stuff of this
universe. Meditation offers the ability to switch from no thought state to any of the four states
(wakeful, dream or sleep). Thus, all uncontrolled stressful emotions could be erased over a period of
time though regular practice which forms the basis for management of mind body diseases.
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Dance: A Method of Meditation
The

oxford

dictionary

defines

meditation as, ‘the action or process of
meditating’, by ‘focusing one’s mind for a
period of time, in silence or with the aid of
chanting, for religious or spiritual purposes
or as a method of relaxation.’ Spiritual
exponents

simplify

the

concept

of

meditation as ‘moving from a state of many
to one; one to none’ (state of shunyaor
Dr. Aarti Jagannathan,
Assistant Professor of Psychiatric
Social Work (Psychiatric Rehabilitation
Services), NIMHANS and
Bharatanatyam Danseuse

thoughtlessness). The process of meditation
is said to promote relaxation, build internal
energy or life force (qi, ki, prana etc.) and
develop positive emotions with oneself.
Indian classical dance has a unique
feature of helping the artist transmit a part

of himself, his emotions on to his work (many to one), thereby transcending the physical self to a
state of bliss and ‘Ananda’ to experience spiritual moments (one to none). Research has shown
that the more vigourously a dancer taps her feet – each tap of the different parts of the feet; has a
different potency level to energize the Kundalini and the chakras of the human body. This
enables the energy to not only tap into each of the chakras but also flow from the lowest Chakra
(Muladhara) to highest chakra (Sahasara) – leading again to a highly meditative and blissful state
of silence from within. At this stage the act of performing not only becomes addictive for the
artist (artists usually state that they love performing and cannot wait to come back to stage) but
also becomes revered; as it provides an opportunity to transit from the physical self to the state of
bliss.
Dance scholars and researchers have shown how hand positions (mudras/hastas) used in
meditation (Tantra) and Dance (Natya), which are important points to initiate the flow energy
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within the individual are strongly correlated with each other. Philosophical texts depict how both
Tantra and Natya (1) enable the tantric/dancer to undergo the process of ‘self-experience’ (2) use
the ‘Body’ as a medium of spiritual awakening, and (3) are open to all people irrespective of
caste, class and gender. Example of the aspect of Kundalini Sakti in Meditation being generated
through the practice of ‘Aramandi’ (squatting position) in dance due to its perfect geometric
alignment is well discussed.
As the scripts of Indian classical dance forms are mostly devotional, they aid the artist
towards ‘Bhakti’ (the science of emotional culture). This path of Bhakti yoga (as referred in the
BhagawadGeeta) which is the path of love and devotion and the process of enlightenment found
through worship of God, helps the artist (dancer, vocalist) to reach the ultimate level of silence,
bliss and meditative state from within – during the course of the performance itself. As in the
case of Bhakti saints, dance too allows the dancer to soak in the Bhakti bhava and become one
with the dance; sometimes leading to the dancer and the audience experiencing the presence of
interconnected energy and exchange at the higher levels of consciousness. In this state of
meditative dance, the body consciousness does not exist and the dance and the dancer are one,
the experience of which is said to be divine.
In the above context, Indian classical dance, can be used not just as an art form to learn,
but also as a method to achieve higher meditative states of consciousness and experience
‘Samatvam’ (equanimity of emotions), ‘Shunya’ (state of thoughtlessness) and ‘Samadhi’
(experience of being one with cosmic consciousness/divine).

Reference:
1. Jagannathan A. Art and Sprituality. Yoga Sudha: December 2013. 29 (12): 4.
2. Jagannathan A. Tantra the Science and Natya the Art – The Two Faceted Reality (2013):
Book Review. Ananya Magazine of Dance and culture, Jan 2015
3. Jagannathan A. “Natya Sastra is Natya Tantra…- An interview with Dr Padmaja
Suresh”.Ananya Magazine of Dance and culture, Feb 2015.
4. Suresh P. Tantra The Science and Natya the Art – The Two Faceted Reality. 2013 First
Edition. Sri Satguru Publications, Delhi: India.
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Yoga Appreciation Course
The NIMHANS Integrated Centre for Yoga
conducts Yoga Appreciation Course (YAC) for
the staff and students of NIMHANS from
various disciplines. This course is conducted in
the months of January, April, July and October.
Duration of the course is one month. Both
theory and practical classes are conducted by
junior scientific officers and yoga instructors
employed under NIMHANS Integrated Centre

Participants of YAC April, 2016

for Yoga. In the month of April 2016, the last YAC was conducted. It was attended by 21
members. Students who completed the course with adequate attendance were awarded with the
participation certificates.

Upcoming research projects at NICY
 “Yoga and Schizophrenia – a Comprehensive Assessment of
Neuroplasticity (Y-SCAN)”: A project funded Wellcome-DBT India
Alliance under Dr. Shivarama Varambally, Additional Professor of
Psychiatry”
 Testing of self-help yoga manual for Indian caregivers of persons with
schizophrenia living in the community: A single blind randomized
controlled study: An Indian Council of Medical Research funded
project under Dr. Aarti Jagannathan, Assistant Professor of Psychiatric
Social Work.
 “Examination of therapeutic efficacy and potential mechanisms of yoga
treatment in schizophrenia”: A Department of Science and Technology
funded project under Dr. Naren P. Rao, Associate Professor of
Psychiatry
 A collaborative research centre with Central Council of Research in
Yoga and Naturopathy (CCRYN).
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Yoga therapy for Psychiatric& Neurological Disorders
NIMHANS Integrated Centre for Yoga (NICY) offers yoga therapy for inpatient as well as outpatients. Since the beginning of this year, 1233 yoga therapy sessions has been conducted in
NICY. Month of May has observed maximum number of yoga therapy sessions for various
ailments. This depicts the increasing felt need for yoga from doctors, patients, and caregivers.
Referrals come from are from all clinical departments for patients with diagnoses of
schizophrenia or other psychotic disorders, depression, anxiety disorders, obsessive compulsive
disorder, dementia, bipolar disorder, muscular dystrophy, psychogenicmotor disorder, seizure
disorder, learning disability, adjustment disorders and substance use disorders.
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Inauguration of the 2ndInternational Day of Yoga (IDY)
Celebration at NIMHANS
Atwo day symposium “History ofPsychiatry in
India” was organised by Welcome Trust –
Turning the pages project; the Heritage
Museum,

NIMHANS

and

NIMHANS

Integrated Centre for Yoga” on June 15 and 16,
2016. On second day of the symposium,
traditional systems of medicine in relation
tomental health were in focus. Along with

Release of NICY brochure by Dignitaries

historical traces of use of traditional systems,
their contemporary relevance was also discussed. Ancient texts in field of Ayurveda and Yoga
were quoted in talks by distinguished faculties from different institutions from various parts of
the country. The symposium was inaugurated by Dr. B. N. Gangadhar, Director, NIMHANS.
This event was honoured by presence of eminent scientists and senior professors in the field of
Ayurveda, yoga and Sanskrit. Dr. Sridhar M. K., Dr. RajaniJairam, Dr.Lakshmikant V. Moharir,
Dr.VeenaGangadhar, Dr.PurushottamaBilimoria,

Dr. Manjunath

Sharma, Dr. Archana

Purushotham, Dr. Alex Hankey and Dr. BhavanaPrasher expressed their views in the symposium
onvarious topics.
On this occasion, the celebrations planned for the 2nd International Day of Yoga (IDY) at
NIMHANS was formally announced. Dr. B. N. Gangadhar, Director, NIMHANS announced the
beginning of weeklong celebrations. He emphasized and appealed for enthusiastic and active
participation by staff and students in the forthcoming yoga programs. Dr. Shivarama
Varambally, Additional professor of Psychiatry further elaborated about weeklong programs
involving yoga competitions, quiz, mass yoga sessions, yoga exhibition and a workshop on
meditation.A yoga song composed and sung by faculty and students of NIMHANS was
presented - this song was the official entry of NICY to the Ministry of AYUSHas part of “Yoga
Geet Competition” for IDY 2016. An information leaflet about NIMHANS Integrated Centre for
Yoga was also released by dignitaries.
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Activities at NIMHANS Integrated Centre for Yoga (NICY)
- Photo Gallery
Release of Samatvam April
2016 on April 7, 2016 by Dr.
Shashidhar Buggi, Director,
Rajiv Gandhi Institute of
Chest Diseases

Mass Yoga Therapy
Session for patients with
Parkinson’s disease on
April 10, 2016

Yoga Awareness Walk (May
27, 2016) - A walk for Yoga
under the leadership of Dr.
B. N. Gangadhar, Director,
NIMHANS

Mass Yoga Session (April
24 &May 29, 2016) - A
preparation and rehearsal for
Mass Yoga Session for the
2ndInternational Day of
Yoga
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Forthcoming Events:
 “Yoga Appreciation Course (YAC)” in month of July, 2016.
 International Symposium on applications of yoga in medicine
in October, 2016.
 Opening of the new yoga building at NIMHANS.

To

Book Post

Dr./Mr./Mrs.
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………

NIMHANS Integrated Centre for Yoga
National Institute of Mental Health and
Neurosciences, Hosur Road
Bengaluru – 560029, Karnataka
Phone: 080-26995730
E-mail: yoga.nimhans@gmail.com
NIMHANS Integrated Centre for Yoga
(Mental Health & Neurosciences)
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